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Electric Cosmos

MSRP $63,616.00
SALE $31,808.00

Highlights:
Larger structure with multiple slides
Wide upper deck spaces in several spots
Physical challenges with imaginative play
areas
Appropriate for toddlers to elementary
schoolers

Age Group: 2 to 12 years
Capacity: 51-61
Fall Height: 60"
Use Zone: 43' x 44' 5"

COMPLIES With:
ASTM F1487-17
CPSC PUB #325

ADA Compliant

Kids will be ecstatic when they see the Electric Cosmos. The sprawling four section structure utilizes every bit of site
space with climbers, slides and panels. A child’s adventure through the structure can start at the Transfer Station or
one of the multiple climbers. The Figure Climber isn’t just a handy way to reach the upper levels, but also features
numbers giving children a chance to work on counting. The Sea Creature Climber is similar in style featuring an
arched shape and grabable small animals. For those that want to make a bee-line to the top, the Spiral and Pod
Climber send children straight up to the top. Once on the PVC coated upper decks, children can wander across the
Inclined Tube, Curved Tube or even the Bones Bridge. These are the heart to the entire system, allowing for the free
flow of children across the structure. The top of the structure is covered with panels like the Gear Panel or the Ship’s
Wheel. But more importantly, it is home to Straight Slides, a Double Wave Slide and a Wave Slide. The ground has
panel after panel of activities to stimulate the imagination like the Car Panel where children can take a road trip or the
Math Panel that makes numbers more real. This powder coat painted steel and rotationally molded plastic structure
comes in any of our custom colors making it a unique addition to your park, church, school or other outdoor area.


